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Little Golden Books 2016 Wall Calendar features art from the series' most popular books,
including The Poky Little Puppy, The Saggy Baggy Elephant, Tootle, Scuffy the Tugboat, The
Shy Little Kitten, The Tawny Scrawny Lion, I Can Fly, The Little Red Caboose, The Little Red
Hen, The FireEngine Book, Color Kittens, and The Fuzzy Duckling.Best Known for their beautiful
artwork, signature gold foil spine, and "This Little Golden Book belongs to _" nameplate, Little
Golden Books have been loved by parents as an introduction to shared story time with their
toddlers for more than 70 years.

What a fantastic idea! Use this calendar to teach your child a phrase a day. On the fifth day, put
them all together to make a sentence. Your child can also use this calendar to practice counting
in Spanish, learn the names for the seasons, the days of the week, and the months. Each month
of the calendar also has a picture which your child can label with the new words they have
learned. Special assignments are scattered throughout the calendar. These assignments are fun
review activities that have to do with the sentences the children are currently learning. "Call out
the Spanish body parts and wave or pat them as you call out the name, "Look outside describe
the weather in Spanish" and other things like that. The best part about this product is you can
start it at any time. You can even do it more than once , going through it each year so that your
child reviews and retains what they have learned. In just a few minutes a day, your child will be
developing their Spanish vocabulary. Even us busy moms can handle that. --Currclick Staff
ReviewsAbout the AuthorSeÃ Â±ora Gose is a mother of five children, and an avid private
Spanish classes teacher. Part of her study took place in Madrid, where she lived with a
wonderful widow who knew not a speck of English. After retiring from public-school teaching to
have the first of their children, she missed her students as well as the fun of teaching. Thus, the
full-time mother and homemaker began Sra. Gose's Spanish Classes. Since then, she has
developed lessons and activities for weekly classes for students ages three years to eighteen.
Her books are compilations of her proven Spanish curriculum.
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David and Karen Knighton, “Darling calendar. My sister works at the library so I got this for her
for a Christmas present. She displayed it at the library for everybody to enjoy!”

Tricia L., “Perfect for the kids!. This is an adorable calendar! I wanted something to start working
on calendar skills with my four-year old. We love these books so I loved the idea of having them
in a calendar. The prints are fantastic brightly colored. I definitely recommend this!”

Kansas shopper, “Love the old book nostalgia. Not a story but a calendar. The background color
makes the dates harder to read from a distance. Love the old book nostalgia.”

Mariska A Hamstra, “Four Stars. This is a calendar - not much of a story ;-)”

Adnilasor2, “inexpensive artwork. Adorbs!  Using pages as art in a nursery”

EoE, “Five Stars. Its a perfect calendar if you love the golden books.”

Rosa 26, “Five Stars. This calendar cheers me up everyday.”

Mom w/ 2 boys, “Five Stars. so cute, lots of memories”

The book by James W. Douglass has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 12 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 289 pages
Item Weight: 13.4 ounces
Dimensions: 12.2 x 0.9 x 12.2 inches
Paperback: 560 pages
Calendar: 24 pages
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